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Relaxation in supercooled liquids above their glass transition and below the onset temperature of
‘‘slow’’ dynamics involves the correlated motion of neighboring particles. This correlated motion
results in the appearance of spatially heterogeneous dynamics or ‘‘dynamical heterogeneity.’’
Traditional two-point time-dependent density correlation functions, while providing information
about the transient ‘‘caging’’ of particles on cooling, are unable to provide sufficiently detailed
information about correlated motion and dynamical heterogeneity. Here, we study a four-point,
time-dependent density correlation functiong4(r ,t) and corresponding ‘‘structure factor’’S4(q,t)
which measure the spatial correlations between the local liquid density at two points in space, each
at two different times, and so are sensitive to dynamical heterogeneity. We studyg4(r ,t) and
S4(q,t) via molecular dynamics simulations of a binary Lennard-Jones mixture approaching the
mode coupling temperature from above. We find that the correlations between particles measured by
g4(r ,t) and S4(q,t) become increasingly pronounced on cooling. The corresponding dynamical
correlation lengthj4(t) extracted from the small-q behavior ofS4(q,t) provides an estimate of the
range of correlated particle motion. We find thatj4(t) has a maximum as a function of timet, and
that the value of the maximum ofj4(t) increases steadily from less than one particle diameter to a
value exceeding nine particle diameters in the temperature range approaching the mode coupling
temperature from above. At the maximum,j4(t) and thea relaxation timeta are related by a power
law. We also examine the individual contributions tog4(r ,t), S4(q,t), andj4(t), as well as the
corresponding order parameterQ(t) and generalized susceptibilityx4(t), arising from the self and
distinct contributions toQ(t). These contributions elucidate key differences between domains of
localized and delocalized particles. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the underlying principles of the gla
transition is a long-standing problem in condensed ma
Some have argued that the glass transition is a purely kin
phenomenon,1,2 while others propose that the experimenta
observed transition is a ‘‘ghost’’ of an underlying thermod
namic transition.3,4 Many ideas relating the glass transition
thermodynamics date back to Kauzmann,5 who envisioned a
relation between the glass transition temperature (Tg) and
the entropy difference between the supercooled liquid
stable crystal. Adam, Gibbs, and DiMarzio later expanded
these ideas,6,7 proposing that relaxation of the liquid occu
via ‘‘cooperatively-rearranging regions,’’ and related d
namical properties to a configurational entropy, later int
preted as a measure of the number of mechanically st
configurations accessible to the liquid as described
7370021-9606/2003/119(14)/7372/16/$20.00
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Goldstein,8 Stillinger,9 and others.10 Increased computationa
power has aided the identification of cooperative motion
supercooled liquids11–17 and tests of configurational entrop
theories.18–20 Simulations11–17 and experiments21–36 have
demonstrated the cooperative and spatially heterogen
nature of the liquid dynamics~for reviews of the experimen
tal evidence for spatially heterogeneous dynamics, see,
Refs. 37–39!. Experimental efforts have been made to me
sure the length scale of cooperative motion in supercoo
liquids using a variety of techniques~see, e.g., Refs. 29, 35
and 40!. However, a clear, definitive measure of this leng
and its temperature dependence on approaching the g
transition, has been elusive. The presence of a growing
relation length approaching the glass transition might help
motivate using the theoretical framework of convention
critical phenomena, suitably adapted to this problem, to
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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derstand the glass transition. Indeed, the mode-coup
theory ~MCT! ~Ref. 41! already incorporates many ideas
critical phenomena, without explicit inclusion of a growin
length—either static or dynamic—and has been widely u
to describe the slowing down of the dynamics on weak
percooling. This regime corresponds to theT range of our
simulations, over which the diffusion constant decreases
4–6 orders of magnitude from a typical high temperat
liquid value of 1025 cm2/s.

Using the framework of conventional critical phenom
ena, researchers have searched for a growing, static cor
tion length that might be associated with the slowing of
dynamics on cooling near the glass transition. However,
evidence for such a length has been found from static t
point density fluctuations and other traditional correlati
functions that measure local static structure.34,42 Some suc-
cess has been obtained using computer simulations by fo
ing instead on adynamicalcorrelation length that measure
the typical size of dynamically correlated regions, and th
essentially characterizes the distance over which particle
tion is correlated.13–17,43–52

For example, Onuki and Yamamoto48 calculated dynami-
cal correlation length of clusters formed by particles ‘‘co
nected’’ by bonds that have a length of the order of a size
a particle. Introducing a concept of a bond breakage t
~time for particle to move greater then one interparticle d
tance!, and monitoring the bond breakage process, they s
that particles with ‘‘broken bonds’’ form clusters. They sta
that ‘‘the heterogeneity structure in the local mobility is ve
analogous to the critical fluctuations in Ising spin system
Based on this analogy, they fit the structure factor of
particles pairs with broken bonds to an Orstein–Zern
form ~Lorentzian!, and found a correlation length that grow
asT decreases. Hurley and Harrowell49 estimated the ‘‘char-
acteristic linear dimension of the kinetic heterogeneities’’
a one-component 2D system of soft disks from the sec
moment of the mean relaxation times of subregions. T
found that the characteristic correlation length of these s
regions is increasing function of density. Doliwa and Heue50

analyzed displacement correlations in both 2D disks and
hards spheres. They were able to measure the ‘‘total re
tion of degree of freedom and the spatial extent of corre
tions’’ of particles. They found that the dynamical correlati
length based on single particles displacements during s
observation time is increasing function of density, but
times longer than the relaxation time of the system, th
found that this correlation length is monotonically increas
function of time with some limiting value. Mountain51 cal-
culated a ‘‘hydrodynamic length’’ in MD simulation via
transverse current correlation function corresponding to
longest wavelength of propagating shear waves supporte
the liquid, and found to grow with decreasingT. In the con-
text of glassforming liquids in confined geometry, Scheind
et al.52 used MD simulations to investigate how bounda
effects influence the relaxation dynamics and any conco
tant effect on the correlation length. They found that t
characteristic length scale can be estimated from the ‘‘c
rection’’ in the intermediate scattering function in the vicini
of the boundary. This characteristic length is also found
Downloaded 21 Sep 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
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grow asT decreases. BelowTg , Parisi also found an increas
ing correlation length corresponding to cooperative motion53

Recently, a new theoretical approach to the problem of
operativity demonstrated how spatially heterogeneous
namics~SHD! can arise in simple systems with cooperati
dynamics.55 This theory predicts a growing correlatio
length on decreasingT.54 In Refs. 17, 43–47, and 56, sever
approaches—including calculation of a displaceme
displacement correlation function and identification of clu
ters of mobile particles—predicted that the characteris
length scale of dynamically similar regions grows on co
ing, while the static correlation length remains nearly u
changed. Many specific predictions made possible thro
such analysis have now been confirmed in experiments
colloidal suspensions.32,33,57

The temporary localization or ‘‘caging’’ of particles b
their neighbors—which is associated with dynamic
heterogeneity—is readily observable from probing the tim
dependence of density fluctuations via scattering metho
However, direct measurement of a length scale via scatte
experiments characterizing correlated particle motion in
uids is more complicated, because this length involves
motion of two or more particles, and hence a four-point fun
tion containing information about the density at two poin
each at two times, is required. Traditional two-point, tim
dependent density correlation functions~such as the interme
diate scattering function! depend on at most the density
two different locations, but each at only one time.

Dasguptaet al.58 were the first to propose the use of
four-point, time-dependent density correlation functi
g4(r ,t) in simulations of supercooled liquids. However, th
did not find evidence of an increasing length as the temp
ture is decreased. More recently, this function was revis
and the theoretical framework expanded by Refs. 59 and
who focused on a four-point, time-dependent susceptibi
given by the volume integral ofg4(r ,t). Using both theoret-
ical calculations59 and simulation,60 these authors argued fo
the existence of a growing correlation length on cooli
based on the increase of the dynamical susceptibility w
decreasing temperature. Compared with previous studie
SHD, that work provides a rigorous exposition of a theor
ical framework within which to relate SHD to the tradition
correlation functions used to describe the liquid state. T
function g4(r ,t) is consequently important within the con
text of liquid state theory, and this is our primary motivatio
for its thorough investigation, as presented in this paper.

The principal goal of this paper is to further develop t
formalism for g4(r ,t), calculateg4(r ,t) via molecular dy-
namics simulations of a model glassforming liquid, a
quantify the temperature dependence of its character
length scalej4(t). Additionally, we explore the individua
contributions to the correlation function from particles th
are either temporarily immobile~localized! or mobile, and
elucidate the structure of domains of localized particl
which were shown to dominate the correlation function
Ref. 60. A preliminary account of this work appears in R
61. We note a key difference between the results we repo
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 21 Se
TABLE I. Average temperaturêT&, kinetic and potential energy per particle^Etot /N&, pressurêP&, relaxation
time ta , equilibration timeteq since previous run, and production run timetpr for each state point simulated
The density for each state point isr51.296.

^T& ^Etot /N& ^P& ta teq tpr

0.58860.001 25.190060.0004 6.47960.001 35006100 6.93105 7.83105

0.59860.002 25.150760.0004 6.66060.002 19006100 4.63105 7.83105

0.61560.001 25.079060.0002 6.97660.001 880650 3.43105 4.63105

0.63760.001 24.992260.0002 7.35960.001 370650 1.13105 1.13105

0.66060.001 24.900860.0002 7.75560.003 240630 4.63104 1.13105

0.68960.001 24.800960.0002 8.17860.001 150630 2.33104 1.13105

0.94460.001 23.950860.0002 11.60360.002 1665 2.33104 1.13105

2.00460.001 20.898160.0002 22.54160.002 461 1.13104 1.13105
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in Ref. 61 and those we report here. In the present paper
estimate the correlation length corresponding to a correla
functiong4

ol(r ,t), which is related to the correlation functio
g4* (r ,t) investigated in Ref. 61, using a wider range of da
and different approach. We now estimate a correlation len
exceeding nine particle diameters within 5% ofTMCT.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we descr
the model and simulation details. In Sec. III we review a
extend the theoretical treatment of Refs. 59–61 to rewrite
four-point density correlation function in a manner suitab
for calculation. In Sec. IV we present numerical results
the order parameter, susceptibility, four-point correlat
function, four-point structure factor and dynamical corre
tion length. We conclude with a discussion of our results
Sec. V.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS

We study a 50/50 binary mixture of particle types ‘‘A’’
and ‘‘B’’ which interact via the Lennard-Jones potential,

Vab~r !54eabF S sab

r D 12

2S sab

r D 6G .
This system has been studied previously by Wahnstrom62 and
Schrøder.63 Following these authors, we use length para
eterssAA51, sBB55/6, andsAB5(sAA1sBB)/2, and en-
ergy parameterseAA5eBB5eAB51. The masses of the pa
ticles are chosen to bemA52 and mB51. We shift the
potential and truncate it so it vanishes atr 52.5sAB .

We simulate a system ofN58000 particles using peri
odic boundary conditions in a cubic box of leng
L518.344 in units of sAA , which yields a density of
r5N/L351.296 for all state points. We report time in uni

of t5(mBsAA
2 /48eAA)

1
2, length in units ofsAA , and tem-

peratureT in units of eAA /k, wherek is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. The simulations are performed using LAMMPS, a p
licly available parallel MD simulation code developed b
Plimpton.64 We simulate eight state points at temperatu
ranging fromT52.0 to T50.59, following a constant vol-
ume path similar to that followed in Refs. 60, 63, 65, and
The simulations are performed in the NVE ensemble. E
state point is generated from an equilibrated state poin
higher temperature. We first perform an equilibration run
lengthteq, to allow the kinetic and potential energies to rel
from their values at the previous state point to their equi
p 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
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rium values at the new state point. The length ofteq for each
temperature is several multiples of the time needed for
equilibrium coherent intermediate scattering function,

F~q0 ,t !5
^( jk exp@ iq0•r j~0!#exp@ iq0•r k~ t !#&

^( jk exp@ iq0•r j~0!#exp@ iq0•r k~0!#&
~1!

~Ref. 67!, to decay to zero, whereq05uq0u'7.5 corresponds
to the maximum of the static structure factor. To ensure t
the systems are equilibrated prior to data collection, we a
check that there is no aging in dynamical quantities such
the mean square displacement, and ensure that all prope
of interest are independent of time origin. Once equilibriu
is established, we perform a production run of lengthtpr

5bta , where ta is the T-dependent relaxation time o
F(q0 ,t), and whereb'103 for the highestT andb'200 for
the lowestT studied. We calculateta by fitting the second-
ary relaxation ofF(q0 ,t) to a stretched exponential functio
F(t)5A exp(2(t/ta)b). We perform the fitting fort.0.6 for
the two highest temperatures andt.20 for the rest of the
temperatures. During the production run, we save the par
positions at logarithmically spaced time intervals for la
analysis. We summarize the equilibrium thermodynam
properties, relaxation timeta , equilibration timeteq, and
production run timetpr for all state points studied in Table I
The calculation of error bars is explained in Ref. 68.

The bulk pair correlation function

FIG. 1. ~a! T-dependence of pair correlation functiong(r ). ~b!
T-dependence of static structure factorS(q).
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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g~r !5
V

N2 (
iÞ j

d~r2r i1r j !

and its related Fourier transform, the static structure fact

S~q!5
1

N
^r~q!r~2q!&,

where r(q)5( j exp@iq"r j #,
67 are shown in Fig. 1. As ob

served in many other supercooled liquids, these functi
exhibit only a very weakT-dependence. In contrast, th
mean square displacement^r 2(t)& and coherent intermediat
scattering functionF(q0 ,t) at the peak wave vector ar
shown in Fig. 2; they display qualitatively the sam
T-dependence as other well-studied glass-forming liquids

We estimate the mode coupling temperatureTMCT from a
power law fit,41

ta~T!;~T/TMCT21!2g ~2!

of the T-dependence ofta and findTMCT50.5760.01. The
value ofTMCT obtained from fits of the diffusion constantD
is slightly higher:63 TMCT50.5760.01. We estimate the
Kauzmann temperatureT0 , which can be considered a lowe
bound for the glass transition temperatureTg , from a fit
using the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann~VFT! form,

ta~T!;exp~A/~T/T021!!, ~3!

whereA is the activation energy. The data and fit are sho
in Fig. 7; we findT050.4860.02. The error bars are confi
dence intervals obtained as a result of fittingta(T) to a
power law and exponential form, respectively. The onse
‘‘supercooled’’ liquid behavior, as indicated by the appe
ance of a plateau in the mean square displacement, is
served to occur atT'1.0, as reported in Ref. 65.

III. THEORY

A. General framework

We first review the general framework of the four-poin
time-dependent, density correlation function and rela
quantities, previously presented in briefer form in Refs. 5
61, and extended here. Consider a liquid ofN particles oc-
cupying a volumeV, with density

FIG. 2. ~a! Mean-square displacement for several state points studied~b!
Coherent intermediate scattering functionF(q0 ,t) calculated atq0'7.5 for
several state points studied.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
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r~r ,t !5(
i 51

N

d~r2r i~ t !!. ~4!

A time-dependent order parameter may be defined in te
of the function,

Qp~ t ![E dr1dr2r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !d~r12r2!

5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

N

d~r i~0!2r j~ t !!, ~5!

which measures the number of ‘‘overlapping’’ particles
two configurations separated by a time intervalt. The fluc-
tuations in a time-dependent order parameterx4

p(t) may be
defined as

x4
p~ t !5

bV

N2 @^Qp
2~ t !&2^Qp~ t !&2#. ~6!

Additionally, we may write

x4
p~ t ![

bV

N2 E dr1dr2dr3dr4G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !, ~7!

whereb5(kBT)21, and

G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !

[^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !d~r12r2!r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !d~r32r4!&

2^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !d~r12r2!&

3^r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !d~r32r4!&, ~8!

is a four-point, time-dependent, density correlation functio
The form of Eq.~7! is analogous to the isothermal compres
ibility kT , which is proportional to the volume integral o
the static density correlation functiong(r )21.67

Note that^Qp(t)&5NG(0,t) whereG(r ,t) is the time-
dependent, van Hove two-point density correlation functi
Thus ^Qp(t)& quickly decays to the long time limi
limt→`^Qp(t)&51/V due to the vibrational motion of the
particles.67 In this paper, we are interested in probing t
correlated motion of particles in liquids approaching t
glass transition. It has been demonstrated in sev
papers17,43–45,69that vibrational motion is only weakly corre
lated at best; strong correlations appear only on longer t
scales when particles move a substantial distance and es
from their cages. To capture this motion using the four-po
correlation function of Eq.~8!, Refs. 59, 60, and 70 intro
duced a ‘‘coarse-graining’’ by defining a counterpartQ(t) to
Qp(t) in terms of a parametera, associated with the typica
amplitude of the vibrational motion of the particles. Follow
ing these authors, we modifyQp(t) by an ‘‘overlap’’ func-
tion w(ur12r2u) that is unity for ur12r2u<a and zero oth-
erwise. Equation~5! becomes

Q~ t !5E dr1r2r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!

5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

N

w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!. ~9!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Physically,Q(t) is the overlap between a configuration
the system at a reference timet50 and at a later timet; that
is, Q(t) is equal to the number of particles that in a timet
either remained within a distancea of their original position,
or were replaced by another particle. Note that the long t
limit Q`[ limt→` Q(t)Þ1/V because of the nonzero rando
probability of finding overlapping particles.Q` /N is given
by the probability of a ‘‘random overlap,’’ i.e., the fraction o
the volume occupied by particles at any given tim
NVa /V5rVa , whereVa54/3pa3.

ReplacingQ(t) in Eq. ~6! yields finally a modified ex-
pression for the susceptibility,

x4~ t !5
bV

N2 @^Q~ t !2&2^Q~ t !&2#. ~10!

Expressingx4(t) in terms of the four-point correlation func
tion G4(r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t), we obtain

x4~ t !5
bV

N2 E dr1dr2dr3dr4G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !, ~11!

where

G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !5^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!

3r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !w~ ur32r4u!&

2^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!&

3^r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !w~ ur32r4u!&. ~12!

Note that Eq.~12! collapses to Eq.~8! if eachw(ur i2r j u) is
replaced byd(ur i2r j u).

In the case of both the mean-field,p-spin model and a
liquid in the hypernetted chain approximation,71–74 the time
dependence ofx4(t) was calculated numerically from a
analytic expression in Ref. 59. Reference 59 showed
x4(t) is maximum at some intermediate timet4

max, and both
the position and the height of this maximum increase a
power law asT→TMCT

1 . Those calculations provide the firs
analyticalprediction of the growth of a generalized dynam
cal susceptibility and, by inference, a corresponding dyna
cal correlation lengthj4(t) in a model glass-forming system
We will calculate this length later in this chapter.

B. Derivation of radially-averaged four-point
correlation function g 4„r ,t …

We wish to radially average the four-point correlatio
function in Eq.~12! to obtain a functiong4(r ,t) that depends
only on the magnituder of the distance between two pa
ticles at timet50. We start from the requirement that

x4~ t !5bE drg4~r ,t !. ~13!

To achieve this, we first integrate overr2 and r4 in Eq. ~11!
and obtain
Downloaded 21 Sep 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
e

,

at

a

i-

x4~ t !5
bV

N2 E dr1dr3(
i jkl

@^d~r12r i~0!!

3d~r32r k~0!!w~ ur12r j~ t !u!w~ ur32r l~ t !u!&

2^d~r12r i~0!!w~ ur12r j~ t !u!&

3^d~r32r k~0!!w~ ur32r l~ t !u!&#. ~14!

Defining r as r5r32r1 and integrating overr3 in Eq. ~14!
we find

x4~ t !5
bV

N2 (
i jkl

F E dr ^d~r2r k~0!1r i~0!!w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!

3w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!&2^w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!&

3^w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!&G . ~15!

Choosing to integrate over different variables would resul
a function that calculates spatial correlations between o
lapping particles at either timet or at a combination of times
This choice makes little qualitative difference to our resu
if a is small, as it is in our calculations~see Appendix!.

Combining Eqs.~9!, ~13!, and~15!, we obtaing4(r ,t),

g4~r ,t !5
1

Nr K (
i jkl

d~r2r k~0!1r i~0!!w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!

3w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!L 2 K Q~ t !

N L 2

. ~16!

We investigate the behavior ofg4(r ,t), which is the ra-
dially averaged function of a single variabler . Assuming an
isotropic system,g4(r ,t) is a function of only the magnitude
r 5ur u. With the above choice of integration variable
g4(r ,t) describes spatial correlations between overlapp
particles separated by a distancer at the initial time~using
information at timet to label the overlapping particles!. The
first term ing4(r ,t) is a pair correlation function restricted t
the subset of overlapping particles. We define this pair c
relation function of overlapping particles asg4

ol(r ,t). The
second term represents the probability of any two rando
chosen particles overlapping at times 0 andt. We can thus
defineg4(r ,t) as

g4~r ,t ![g4
ol~r ,t !2 K Q~ t !

N L 2

. ~17!

By factoring out the quantitŷQ(t)/N &2, g4(r ,t) can also be
written in the form,

g4~r ,t !5 K Q~ t !

N L 2F g4
ol~r ,t !

K Q~ t !

N L 2 21G
[ K Q~ t !

N L 2

g4* ~r ,t !. ~18!

Written this way, the functiong4* (r ,t)5g(r )21 at t50, and
g4* (r ,t)50 in the absence of correlations. We studied t
behavior ofg4* (r ,t) in Ref. 61. In this paper we study th
behavior ofg4

ol(r ,t), using a different approach to calcula
correlation length that provides better estimate than that
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tained in Ref. 61. The correlation length of each of the
functions must be the same.

C. Four-point, time-dependent structure factor
S4„q, t …

The structure factor that corresponds tog4(r ,t) is its
Fourier transform,

S4~q,r !5E g4~r ,t !exp@2 iq"r #dr

5E g4
ol~r ,t !exp@2 iq"r #dr2 K Q~ t !

N L 2

3E exp@2 iq"r #dr . ~19!

Equation~19! implies that

lim
q→0

S4~q,t !5
x4~ t !

b
. ~20!

Since the second term in Eq.~19! is proportional tod(q), we
are only interested in the first term of Eq.~19!. We define a
four-point, time-dependent structure factor of overlapp
particlesS4

ol(q,t) as the Fourier transform ofg4
ol(r ,t),

S4
ol~q,t !5E g4

ol~r ,t !exp@2 iq"r #dr

5E dr exp@2 iq"r #K 1

Nr (
i jkl

d~r2r k~0!1r i~0!!

3w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!L
5K 1

Nr (
i jkl

exp@2 iq•~r k~0!2r i~0!!#

3w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!L
5

1

Nr K (
i j

exp@ iq"r i~0!#w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!

3(
kl

exp@2 iq"r k~0!#w~ ur k~0!2r l~ t !u!L . ~21!

To write Eq.~21! in a more compact form, we define

rol~q,t !5(
i j

exp@ iq"r i~0!#w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!, ~22!

and obtain

S4
ol~q,t !5

1

Nr
^rol~q,t !rol~2q,t !&. ~23!

Equation~21! is analogous to the static structure factorS(q),
but ‘‘scatters’’ off of overlapping particles using informatio
on overlapping particles at timet to label particles at time 0
In Eq. ~21!, r5N/V51.296 is the average density in th
system defined in Sec. II. In the following, we calculate t
angularly averagedS4

ol(q,t).
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D. Self and distinct contributions to Q„t …, x4„t …,
g 4„r ,t …, and S4

ol
„q ,t …

The contribution of a given particlei to Q(t) is a result
of three possible events:~i! particle i remains within a dis-
tancea of its original position;~ii ! particle i moves and is
replaced~within a distancea) by another particle; or~iii !
particlei moves a distance greater thana and is not replaced
by another particle. Case~iii ! does not count as an overlap
and thus does not contribute toQ(t). Cases~i! and~ii ! count
as overlaps and contribute to the value ofQ(t). However,
the two cases clearly represent two very different phys
situations. To elucidate the various contributions to the fo
point correlation function, we separateQ into self and dis-
tinct components,Q(t)5QS(t)1QD(t). The self part,

QS~ t !5(
i 51

N

w~ ur i~ t !2r i~0!u!, ~24!

corresponds to terms withi 5 j in Eq. ~9!, and measures the
number of particles that move less than a distancea in a time
interval t; we call these ‘‘localized’’ particles. It is tempting
to associate localized particles with caged particles, and
many instances this association is valid. However, while
localized particle is always a caged particle, one can
strictly identify caged particles with localized particles, sin
a caged particle may occasionally oscillate over a dista
larger thana and return to its initial location, and thus woul
not be considered localized according to the present de
tion ~see Appendix!.75

The distinct part ofQ(t),

QD~ t !5(
i 51

N

(
iÞ j

N

w~ ur i~0!2r j~ t !u!, ~25!

corresponds to terms withiÞ j in Eq. ~9! and gives the num-
ber of particles replaced within a radiusa by another particle
in time t.

Following the scheme of decomposingQ(t), x4(t) can
be decomposed into selfxSS(t), distinct xDD(t), and cross
xSD(t) terms: x4(t)5xSS(t)1xDD(t)1xSD(t), where
xSS(t)}^QS

2(t)&2^QS(t)&2, xDD(t)}^QD
2 (t)&2^QD(t)&2,

and xSD(t)}^QS(t)QD(t)&2^QS(t)&^QD(t)&. Thus xSS(t)
is the susceptibility arising from fluctuations in the numb
of localized particles,xDD(t) is the susceptibility arising
from fluctuations in the number of particles that are replac
by a neighboring particle, andxSD(t) represents cross fluc
tuations between the number of localized and replaced
ticles.

We also consider ‘‘delocalized’’ particles, that is, pa
ticles that in a timet are more than a distancea from their
original location. As was pointed out in Ref. 60, substituti
12w for w in Eq. ~24! gives the delocalized order paramet
QDL(t)5N2QS(t), and as a result,xDL(t)5xSS(t).

In general,g4(r ,t) can be decomposed into more tha
four terms, depending on the combinations of indicesi , j ,k,l
one considers. In our analysis, we investigateg4(r ,t) of lo-
calized (g4

SS(r ,t), i 5 j and l 5k), replaced (g4
DD(r ,t), iÞ j

and lÞk), localized-replaced (g4
SD(r ,t), i 5 j and lÞk), and

delocalized particles (g4
DL(r ,t), substituting 12w for w and

taking i 5 j and l 5k) in Eq. ~16! respectively. Likewise, we
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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can decomposeS4
ol(q,t) into localized (S4

ol SS(q,t), i 5 j and
l 5k), replaced (S4

ol DD(q,t), iÞ j and lÞk), localized-
replaced (S4

ol SD(q,t), i 5 j and lÞk), and delocalized
(S4

ol DL(q,t), substituting 12w for w and takingi 5 j and l
5k) in Eq. ~21!, respectively.

Following Eq. ~16! and Eq.~17!, we write in compact
form,

g4
SS~r ,t !5 K QS~ t !

N L 2

g4
SS* ~r ,t !, ~26!

g4
DD~r ,t !5 K QD~ t !

N L 2

g4
DD* ~r ,t !, ~27!

g4
SD~r ,t !5 K QS~ t !

N L K QD~ t !

N L g4
SD* ~r ,t !, ~28!

and

g4
DL~r ,t !5 K QDL~ t !

N L 2

g4
DL* ~r ,t !. ~29!

IV. RESULTS

A. Calculation of Q„t …

We begin by examining theT-dependence of the overla
parameterQ(t). We choosea50.3; details about this choic
are presented in the Appendix. Figure 3 shows that for
sufficiently lowT, Q(t) is characterized by a two-step rela
ation, commonly observed in the intermediate scatter
function,37 as a result of the transient caging of particles.
short times, particles oscillate in a region smaller than
overlap radiusa, and soQ/N51. We observe a short, initia
relaxation ofQ(t), and a longer, secondary relaxation.

In Figs. 4~a!–4~c! we show at short, intermediate, an
late timest, snapshots of overlapping particles; that is, p
ticles that withint are either replaced by another particle
have not moved. At earlyt, few if any particles have moved
and thus the total number of overlaps is close toN. At late
times, all particles have moved from their initial position
and only random overlaps remain.

We also consider the individual contributionsQA(t) and
QB(t) to Q(t) from each of the two species of the liquid

FIG. 3. Average time-dependent overlap ‘‘order parameter’’^Q(t)/N& for
each state point simulated. The solid line corresponds to the random v
Q` /N50.147, as discussed in the previous section.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
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SpeciesA is larger and more massive, and consequently
a smaller diffusion coefficient, than speciesB. ThusQA(t)
and QB(t) have slightly different time dependences,
shown in Fig. 5. The long time motion of theA andB par-
ticles is identical; consequently,Q(t)—and thus x4(t),
g4(r ,t), andS4(q,t)—do not show a significant difference

lue

FIG. 4. Snapshot of overlaps atT50.60, at ~a! early time, t529.7,
^Q/N&584%; ~b! intermediate time,t51878.0,^Q/N&540%; and~c! late
time, t588701.1,^Q/N&516%. The particles in this and subsequent fi
ures are shown at 50% of their actual radius.
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for the two particle types at times when there are signific
correlations in the particles motion.

B. Calculation of x4„t …

We show in Fig. 6 the time and temperature depende
of x4(t) obtained from Eq.~10! by measuring the sample-to
sample fluctuations inQ(t). As found in Refs. 59 and 60
x4(t) is zero at short time, is maximum at some intermedi
time t4

max, and decays at long time to zero in the thermod
namic limit. At T52.0, we see that for allt x4(t) is negli-
gible, consistent with our expectation that particle motion
essentially uncorrelated above the temperature at which
ing, two-step relaxation, and other supercooled liquid beh
ior first appears~in this system, atT'1.0) Thus in subse-
quent calculations in this paper, we ignore the d
corresponding toT.1.0.

Insofar asx4(t) measures the correlated motion betwe
pairs of particles, calculated equivalently from fluctuations
the number of overlaps or from the four-point correlati
function itself, its behavior demonstrates that correlations
time dependent, with a maximum at a timet4

max. Similar
behavior was reported for the same and other model liqu
in Refs. 43, 60, and 77 for a generalized susceptibility rela

FIG. 5. Time dependence ofQA(t) andQB(t) for T50.60. TheA particles
are twice as massive and have an interaction radius 1.2 times larger thB;
consequently, there is a slight difference in the short-time behavior ofQ(t)
for the A andB particles.

FIG. 6. Time and temperature dependence ofx4(t). As T decreases, the
peak inx4(t) monotonically increases and shifts to longer time. We defi
the time at whichx4(t) is maximum ast4

max.
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to a displacement—displacement correlation functionxU(t),
which measures the correlations between displacement
particles as a function of time. In these works, SHD w
observed to be most pronounced in thea-relaxation regime.
We find that the correlations measured byx4(t) are also
most pronounced in thea-relaxation regime.

We show theT dependence oft4
max together withta in

Fig. 7. The two characteristic times have similarT depen-
dence, butt4

max appears to increase slightly more rapidly wi
decreasingT. We note that in Ref. 60 where a much smal
system~500 particles! was studied,t4

max andta was reported
to have~roughly! the sameT dependence, whereas here w
find a small difference betweent4

max and ta at the lowest
temperatures.

Several functional forms are typically used to fit chara
teristic times of supercooled liquids; some, such at the V
form of Eq. ~3!, are motivated on primarily empirica
grounds, while others, such as the power law of Eq.~2!, are
predicted by more complicated theoretical construction59

We consider both of these forms, and find that we can r

FIG. 7. T dependence of the peak timet4
max, compared withta . ~a! Fits

using MCT in the form of Eq.~2!. ~b! Fits using VFT in the form of Eq.~3!.
Error bars are shown only forta for clarity. Error bars onx4(t) are com-
parable in size, and are shown in later figures.

TABLE II. Fitting parameters for the power law and exponential formta

and t4
max.

Parameters ta t4
max

g 1.8660.03 2.0360.01
tMCT 7.5860.54 6.3160.54

A 1.5560.05 1.7160.07
tVFT 3.5960.61 2.6660.56
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sonably fit all three characteristic times in the range 0
,T,0.94 using either a power law or VFT form. Note th
all fits deviate from power law as we approachTMCT , where
the predictions of MCT are known to break down due to
onset of so-called activated processes not accounted fo
the theory. In our fits, we exclude the lowest temperaturT
50.59.

We performed fitting of the data shown in Fig. 7 usin
t(T)5tMCT(T/TMCT21)2g for the power law andt(T)
5tVFT exp(A/(T/T021)) for the exponential form. The value
for TMCT andTVFT are previously determined in Sec. II. W
show the fitting parameters in Table II.

The T-dependence of the peak valuex4(t4
max) is shown

in Fig. 8. We observe a monotonic increase in the maxim
value of x4 in the relatively narrow temperature range w
study, indicating the increased tendency toward correla
motion on cooling.

Previous studies found thatx4(t4
max) ~Refs. 59, 60! and

related susceptibilities43,45 may be fit with a power law,
x4(t4

max)}(T/TMCT21)2g. Analytical prediction of Ref. 59
yields g51/2. Within numerical accuracy, we may fi
x4(t4

max) with the power law, but we do not have a reasona
fit to the power law usingg51/2 andTMCT as fitting param-
eters. We can also fit the data reasonably with a VFT exp
sion, although there is no theory suggestingx4(t) should
follow this form, and thus within the limited accuracy an
temperature range of our simulations, we cannot determ
unequivocally the functional form of theT dependence o
x4(t4

max).
In Fig. 8 we show the fit ofx4(t4

max) using the expression
x4(t4

max)5C(T/Tfit21)2g1 and determined the parametersC
51.0660.02, Tfit50.4960.01, and g151.7360.02. We
performed the fitting for 0.59,T,0.94. We note thatTfit is
within the error bars of the value forT0 obtained fromta .
We do not imply that these two temperatures are the sa
but it is interesting that we obtain the best fit to a power l
of x4(t4

max) for this value ofTfit . If we were to chooseTfit

5TMCT , and fit x4(t4
max) to a power law, that fit is not ac

ceptable, and we do not show it. The error bars are co
dence intervals obtained as a result of fittingta(T) to a
power law and exponential form, respectively.

FIG. 8. T-dependence of the maximum value ofx4(t). Power law fit using
Eq. ~2!. We omit the error bar for the lowest temperatureT50.59 because of
the possible finite size effect, which would contribute additional error.
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C. Calculation of g 4„r ,t … and S4
ol
„q ,t …

The radial correlation functiong4(r ,t) calculated from
Eq. ~16! is plotted versusr for severalt in Fig. 9, at our
second coldest temperatureT50.60.

The positions of the peaks ing4(r ,t) are identical to the
positions of the peaks ing(r ) ~not shown!. We confirm that
g4(r ,t)5g(r )21 in the ballistic regime, wherêQ(t)/N &
51. In the long time limit,g4(r ,t)5(Q` /N)2(g(r )21).
Note that in the diffusive regimeg4

ol(r ,t) is the pair correla-
tion function of the random overlaps normalized b
^Q(t)/N &2 to yield g(r ). g4(r ,t) deviates fromg(r )21
when ^Q(t)/N & deviates from unity andx4(t) becomes
nonzero.78 The range ofg4(r ,t) increases with increasingt
until a time t4

max. At t4
max, g4(r ,t4

max) @indicated by the solid
curve in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!# exhibits a long tail which de-
creases slowly to zero with increasing distance. Fort greater

FIG. 9. Time dependence of the four-point, time-dependent density cor
tion functiong4(r ,t) at T50.60. ~a! Correlations growing in time.~b! Cor-
relations decaying in time. The fractions indicate the average fraction
overlapping particles present at timet. We multiply g4(r ,t) with 4pr 2 to
better reveal its long decaying tail.

FIG. 10. Time dependence ofS4
ol(q,t) at T50.60. S4

ol(q,t) is shown at
times identical to those shown forg4(r ,t) in Fig. 9. Note that the height of
the first diffraction peak inS4

ol(q,t) decreases monotonically as a functio
of time. This is because it depends on the number of overlapping parti
which decreases monotonically in time~see Fig. 3!.
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than t4
max, the amplitude and range ofg4(r ,t) decrease, and

g4(r ,t) becomes zero whenx4(t) decays to zero~not
shown!. The positions of the peaks ing4(r ,t) do not appear
to change with decreasingT. $As a check of our calculation
we numerically integrateg4

ol(r ,t) @recall *drg4
ol(r ,t)

[(V/N)2^Q(t)2& from Eqs.~10!, ~13!, and~16!# to confirm
that the value ofx4(t) thus obtained is identical to that ob
tained from Eq.~10! for all T.%

The four-point structure factor of overlapping particl
S4

ol(q,t) calculated from Eq.~21! is plotted versusq in Fig.
10, at T50.60. We find that at very early times@when
^Q(t)/N &51] S4

ol(q,t)5S(q). We find that while S(q)
shows no change at smallq @see Fig. 1~b!#, S4

ol(q,t) devel-
ops a peak at smallq which grows@Fig. 10~a!# and decays in
time @Fig. 10~b!#, indicating the presence of long-range co
relations in the locations of overlapping particles.

Figure 11 shows theT dependence ofg4(r ,t) at the peak
characteristic timet4

max when the correlations at eachT are
most pronounced, as measured byx4(t). The inset of Fig. 11
shows the four-point structure factorS4

ol(q,t4
max), calculated

using Eq.~21!. We find thatS4
ol(q,t4

max) develops a peak a
smallq that grows with decreasingT. This behavior is remi-
niscent of that observed inS(q) for liquids near a critical
point, at which two-point density fluctuations becomes lon
ranged. Here, however, two-point density fluctuations rem
small and short ranged.78

D. Calculation of j4„t …

Inspired by the Ornstein–Zernike theory OZT,79 which
describes, e.g., density fluctuations near a liquid–gas tra
tion, we use the following function:

S4
ol~q,t !5

S4
ol~0!

~11~qj4~ t !!2!
, ~30!

where S4
ol(0) and j4(t) are fitting parameters. The fittin

was performed using an interior-reflective Newton metho80

in Matlab, and setting the termination tolerance of the fu
tion value to 0.1. Note that this correlation lengthj4(t)), and
all other correlation lengths to be calculated in the remin
of this paper, are calculated fromS4

ol(q,t) or some appropri-
ate portion thereof. We drop the subscript ‘‘ol ’’ for simplicity

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence ofg4(r ,t4
max) at six values ofT, indicated

in the legend. Inset shows the structure factorS4
ol(q,t4

max) for the same
values ofT.
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in notation. We find a good fit to the data in theq range from
q50.34 toq51.9, shown by the lines in Fig. 12, for eachT
and time. This range of data corresponds to the range
,r ,L, in contrast to the range 1.7,r ,7 used in Ref. 61.
The observed narrowing of the peak directly reveals
growing range ofg4(r ,t) with decreasingT.

The inset of Fig. 12 showsS4
ol(q,t4

max) plotted logarith-
mically versusq. The two dashed lines are the prediction
Ref. 54 for fragile (1/q1.58) and strong (1/q2) glassformer.
We see that approachingTMCT , our data more closely align
with the Garrahan–Chandler prediction for a strong gla
former, even though the LJ mixture we study was sho
previously62 to be a fragile liquid of intermediate fragility
~less fragile than the 80:20 Kob–Anderson system82!.

The time and temperature dependence ofj4(t) obtained
from this fit is plotted for several state points in Fig. 13. W
see that the qualitative behavior ofj4(t) is similar to that of
x4(t): j4(t) has a maximum in time that coincides with th
maximum inx4(t), and asT decreases, the amplitude an
time of this maximum increase. The highest values ofj4(t)
for T50.60 exceed half the simulation box size. The fit
these points depends strongly on the number of points u
initial parameter guesses, and other details and can y

FIG. 12. Smallq behavior ofS4
ol(q,t4

max). Inset shows a log–log plot of
S4

ol(q,t4
max) vs q. The lines in both figures are fits to the data using Eq.~30!.

The second lowest temperatureT50.60 is difficult to fit because of the large
uncertainty inS4

ol(0,t) at times in the vicinity oft4
max ~see text for further

discussion!.

FIG. 13. Time and temperature dependence ofj4(t) obtained from the fits
to Eq. ~30!. The data shown are smoothed over successive groups of t
points.
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large values~e.g., .40) depending on these details. Sin
these values greatly exceed the range over which we
meaningfully interpret the resulting correlation length, w
make no attempt to rigorously define the upper error bou
at these points, but the data is well bounded from below.
fits at all other points and temperatures are well constrain
The length scalej4(t) characterizes the typical distance ov
which ‘‘overlapping’’ particles are spatially correlated.

In Ref. 61, we calculated a correlation lengthj4
env(t)

from g4* (r ,t) by fitting directly the maxima ofg4* (r ,t) in the
range 1.7,r ,7 to an exponential envelope functionf (r )
5a exp@2r/j4

env(t)# ~the ‘‘envelope’’ method!. Because of
the narrowness of that range relative to the range consid
in the present work,j4

env(t) greatly underestimates the exte
of the correlation between overlapping particles measured
j4(t). We see that the qualitative behavior ofj4(t) is similar
to j4(t) obtained from the envelope fit in Ref. 61, but th
magnitude of the lengths obtained with the present met
are substantially larger due to the fact that the present co
lation length captures the long-ranged correlations of ov
lapping particles.

E. Relationship between j4„t 4
max

… and ta

In a study of dynamical heterogeneity in the Ising sp
glass,84 the authors found that the spatial correlation
single-site relaxation times obtained from local spin autoc
relation functions, provide a length scale for dynamical h
erogeneity, and that length scale grows with decreasing t
perature. The large statistical error inj4(tmax), combined
with the short range ofT2TMCT over which the simulations
are performed make determination of the functional fo
describing the dependence ofj4(tmax) on T2TMCT problem-
atic. Instead, we examine the dependence of the relaxa

FIG. 14. ~a! Log–log plot ofta vs j4(t4
max). ~b! Log–log plot ofj4(t4

max) vs
T/TMCT21. Solid lines are power law fits using equations similar to Eq.~2!.
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time ta versusj4(tmax), sinceta spans nearly three orders o
magnitude in time. Figure 14~a! demonstrates thatta and
j4(tmax) are related to each other by a power law:ta

;j4(tmax)2.34. This result agrees with result results found f
the facilitated Ising model, in which the correlation leng
and relaxation time were found to be related by a power
over six decades in time.83 In Ref. 48, the authors compare
the ‘‘bond breakage’’ relaxation time~which is likely propor-
tional to the relaxation time of the self-intermediate scatt
ing function! to the correlation length, and they found
power law with exponent 2, close to the value of~2.34! ob-
tained here.

In the model liquid under study,ta is known to to follow
a power law,ta;(T/TMCT21)21.86 ~see Table II!, for T
approachingTMCT from above. Combiningta;j4(tmax)2.34

and ta;(T/TMCT21)21.86, we obtain j4(tmax);(T/TMCT

21)20.79. As shown in Fig. 14~b!, a power law fit ofj4(tmax)
versusT/TMCT21 gives an exponent 0.8260.02, which is
within numerical error of the value predicted.

F. Self and distinct contributions to Q„t …, x4„t …,
g 4„r ,t …, and S4„q ,t …

To obtain a clearer physical picture of dynamical hete
geneity in our model supercooled liquid, we next exam
the self and distinct contributions toQ(t), x4(t), g4(r ,t),
andS4(q,t). Recall that particles that are within a distancea
of their original position at timet—localized particles—
contribute to the self part of these functions, while partic
that move and are replaced by another particle contribut
the distinct part. We show the self and distinct parts ofQ(t)
for T50.60 in Fig. 15~a!. For t<100, QD(t)50 and thus
Q(t)5QS(t); in other words, over this time range, som
particles have moved beyond a distancea of their original
position, but no particle has yet been replaced by ano
particle.QS(t) decays to zero at late times, because all p
ticles eventually become ‘‘delocalized’’~i.e., move a distance
greater thana). It is interesting to note that for eachT, the

FIG. 15. ~a! Self and distinct contributions toQ(t) and~b! self, distinct, and
self-distinct contributions tox4(t) at T50.60. We see thatx4

SD(t) is nega-
tive for most times, demonstrating the tendency for localized and repla
particles to be anticorrelated. In this figure the values ofx4

SD(t) andx4
DD(t)

are enlarged by a factor of 5 for the purpose of clarity.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fraction of particles that have not yet moved at a time eq
to the relaxation timeta is roughly 50%. At long times,
QD(t)/N5rVa , corresponding to the fraction of rando
overlaps in the system, as explained in Sec. III.

Reference 60 showed thatx4(t) is dominated at all times
by x4

SS(t), and we observe this in Fig. 15~b!. In fact, the
value ofx4

SS(t4
max) is slightly greater thanx4(t4

max). Thus the
growing fluctuations in the number of overlapping partic
is dominated by increasing fluctuations in the number of
calized particles. In contrast,x4

DD(t), which measures the
fluctuations in the number of particles that are replaced
time t, is small at all times. These ‘‘replaced’’ particles ma
include particles that ‘‘follow’’ other particles in a stringlik
fashion.46 As was shown in Ref. 46, the average length
these strings grows slowly with decreasingT.47 Finally,
x4

SD(t), which measures the cross-correlation between lo
ized and replaced particles, is negative at intermediate tim
demonstrating the tendency for localized and replaced
ticles to be anticorrelated~i.e., spatially separated!, as shown
for the most mobile and immobile particles at intermedi
times in a similar model liquid in Ref. 44.

In Fig. 16 we show g4
SS(r ,t4

max), g4
DD(r ,t4

max), and
g4

SD(r ,t4
max) for T50.60. As expected from the fact tha

x4(t)'x4
SS(t), the largest contribution tog4(r ,t) is from

localized particles as measured byg4
SS(r ,t). In contrast, a

much weaker correlation@compared tog(r )21] is exhibited
by g4

DD(r ,t) @Fig. 16~b!#; note difference in values ony-axis
from those in Fig. 16~a!. The anticorrelation between loca
ized and replaced particles is evident in the negative va
attained byg4

SD(r ,t) for nearly all r .
We next calculate the correlation length associated w

each contribution tog4(r ,t) using the OZT method. Sinc
g4(r ,t), x4(t), andS4(q,t) are dominated by their self parts
it is not surprising that we findj4

SS(t) ~not shown! to be very
similar toj4(t), and with a slightly higher amplitude.j4

SS(t)
itself is also a fundamentally important length since it qua

FIG. 16. ~a! g4
SS(r ,t4

max) ~solid line! at T50.62. The dashed line show
g4(r ,t) for comparison.~b! Distinct ~dotted line!, and self-distinct~dot-
dashed line! parts ofg4(r ,t4

max) at T50.62. We separate the contribution
into two panels due to the large difference in amplitude.
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tifies correlations of localized domains in glassforming li
uids. We show a snapshot of localized particles atT50.60
and t4

max in Fig. 17.
In Fig. 18, we show the correlation lengthj4

DD(t) corre-
sponding to replaced particles. We showj4

DD(t) only for
those values oft where it can be reasonably estimated.
early times only a small fraction of particles are replaced
other particles, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 18. T
results in a noisy signal inS4

DD(r ,t) at early times, and esti
mation of the correlation length becomes more difficult
those times. We do observe thatj4

DD(t) slightly increases at
intermediate times that are shorter thent4

max.
We show a snapshot of replaced particles atT50.60 and

t4
max in Fig. 19. We expect that some fraction of these p

ticles exist in groups~‘‘strings’’ !, as was shown in Ref. 46, in
which successive particles replace a neighboring particle
a related study of a different glassforming liquid,85 stringlike
motion was found to be most prominent in the late-b/early-a

FIG. 17. ~a! Snapshot of localized particles att5t4
max and T50.60. The

fraction is ^QS /N&50.244. ~b! Snapshot of localized particles att
50.03t4

max andT50.60. ^QS /N&50.01.
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relaxation regime, consistent with the present findings. T
connection between replaced particles and strings will
discussed elsewhere.

Finally, we do not showj4
SD(t) because the signal from

S4
SD(q,t) is inadequate due to small signal to noise ratio

small q values ofS4
SD(q,t).

G. Spatial correlations of localized
and delocalized particles

We next consider the four-point correlation functio
corresponding to localized particles@described by the sel
term in Q(t)] and to delocalized particles, defined as t
subset of non-self-overlapping particles. As we discusse
Sec. III,x4

DL of delocalized particles is mathematically ide
tical to the susceptibilityx4

SS for localized particles, which
we verified. Since these susceptibilities are the volume in
grals ofg4(r ,t), one might expectg4

DL(r ,t) andg4
SS(r ,t), as

FIG. 18. Time and temperature dependence ofj4
DD . We showj4

DD(t) only
for thoset where it can be reasonably estimated. Inset shows^QD(t)/N& at
the times when we can reasonably estimatej4

DD(t).

FIG. 19. Snapshot of replaced particles att4
max. Some fraction of these

particles are participating in ‘‘strings’’ forT50.60, ^QD /N&50.114.
Downloaded 21 Sep 2004 to 128.104.68.78. Redistribution subject to AIP
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well asj4
DL(t) andj4

SS(t), are also identical. Mathematically
however, they need not be identical. Instead, one would a
intuitively expect that delocalized particles, since they mo
should be spatially distinct from localized particles. To e
plore these possibilities, we first compareg4

DL(r ,t) and
g4

SS(r ,t) at the peak time in Fig. 20. The functions are d
ferent up to the fourth nearest neighbor distance, and sho
marked difference in the first and second neighbor pea
This means that the short-range spatial correlations of lo
ized particles is different from that of delocalized particle
The split second peak is absent ing4

DL(r ,t), but pronounced
in g4

SS(r ,t). Since a split second peak is often associa
with close-packed amorphous structure, this supports the
tion that localized particles are ‘‘better packed’’ than deloc
ized particles as observed in Refs. 16 and 44. The long-ra
structure of localized and delocalized particles appears to
the same, i.e., a nearly isotropic liquid.

We next consider the correlation lengthsj4
SS(t) and

j4
DL(t), calculated using the OZT method of fitting t

S4
ol SS(q,t) and S4

ol DL(q,t) at small q values, respectively

FIG. 20. ~a! Four-point correlation functions corresponding to localiz
particles,g4

SS(r ,t), and delocalized particles,g4
DL(r ,t), at the peak time for

T50.62. At thist, there are, on average, 41% localized and 59% delo
ized particles. We multiplyg4

SS(r ,t) andg4
DL(r ,t) with 4pr 2 to better reveal

their tails. Inset showsS4
ol SS(q,t4

max) andS4
ol DL(q,t4

max). There is no signifi-
cant difference between corresponding correlation lengths.

FIG. 21. Time dependence of dynamical correlation lengthsjSS andjDL at
T50.64 andT50.69.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We find that j4
DL(t) and j4

SS(t) have the same time an
T-dependence, as can be seen in Fig. 21, which is not
prising sincex4

DL(t) and x4
SS(t) must be identical and both

x4(t) andj4(t) are similarly defined in terms of an integr
of g4(r ,t).

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we calculated a four-point, time-depend
density correlation functiong4(r ,t) and corresponding time
dependent structure factorS4(q,t), and demonstrated tha
those functions are sensitive to correlated motion and
namical heterogeneity in a model glassforming liquid.
derived in previous works,58–61,70this correlation function is
related to an order parameterQ(t) corresponding to the
number of ‘‘overlapping’’ particles in a time windowt,
where the term ‘‘overlap’’ is used to denote a particle whi
was either localized or replaced in a timet.

We calculated the correlation lengthj4(t), characteriz-
ing the range ofg4

ol(r ,t), and showed that it depends o
time, and attains its maximum value in thea-relaxation re-
gime. We also showed that this maximum grows to n
particles diameters, surpass a half of the simulation box s
close toTMCT . This length scale characterizes the typic
size of dynamically homogeneous domains. While we can
reliably predict the behavior ofj4(t4

max) at lowerT, we find
no tendency for slowing down of its growth. These findin
are consistent with calculations of characteristic length sc
from the displacement–displacement correlation functio76

cluster size,85 and other measures of correlated particle m
tion and dynamical heterogeneity.48,50,51

We showed thatj4(t) is dominated by localized par
ticles, but is essentially the same as that obtained by con
ering the delocalized particles~the set of particles that in an
time window t move beyond a distancea) due to the math-
ematical identity betweenx4 for localized and delocalized
particles. This suggests a picture of fluctuating domains

FIG. 22. ~a! Q(t) as a function ofa at T50.59 for a50.1, a50.2, 0.29,
0.3, 0.31, 0.4, and 0.5.~b! x4(t) as a function ofa. The position of the peak
in x4(t) for a50.29, a50.30, anda50.31 is the same. The amplitude i
x4(t) is strongest fora50.3.
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temporarily localized and delocalized particles, perhaps si
lar to that proposed by Stillinger and Hodgedon.9 We know
from previous simulation studies~see Ref. 44! that the most
mobile particles in any time window~a subset of the set o
delocalized particles! exhibit quasi-one-dimensional motio
and form highly ramified clusters, and thus the highly mob
regions of our fluid are not compact. A previous study16 of
the most immobile particles on the time scale of the lateb/
early-a relaxation~a subset of the set of localized particle!
showed these particles to be much more compact than
mobile counterparts, consistent with the relatively comp
structure of localized particles seen in the present study.

Recently, van Zon and Schoefield86 derived multipoint
and multitime correlation functions within mode couplin
theory, and compared their results with those obtained w
standard mode coupling theories in which an assumption
Gaussian density fluctuations is made.1 They demonstrated
that non-Gaussian distribution of force fluctuation gives
important contributions to higher-order correlation function
In a subsequent paper,87 they applied their mode coupling
theory of higher order correlation functions to a hard sph
system. They showed that their results are in excellent ag
ment with the simulation, demonstrating the importance
considering higher-order correlation functions in examini
the microscopic origins of complex relaxation behavior a
dynamical heterogeneities.

Finally, we note that all quantities presented here can
measured in dense colloidal suspensions using confocal
croscopy studies.32,33
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APPENDIX: THE CHOICE OF PARAMETER a

It is natural to ask how the quantities calculated in th
paper are affected by the choice of the parametera, and what
is an optimal choice ofa?

In this paper, we are interested in quantifying correla
particle motion. If we choosea too small, then the short
time, vibrational motion of the particles, which is known
be only weakly correlated, will be included in our analys
One estimate of the amplitude of vibrational motion is t
plateau value of the mean square displacement^r 2&plateau.
Hence we wish to chosea larger than^r 2&plateau

1/2 . For the
state points simulated, we find̂r 2&plateau

1/2 .0.25 with a rela-
tively weakT-dependence@Fig. 2~a!#. On the other hand, if
we choose a large value ofa, then one particle can unphys
cally ‘‘overlap’’ with two or more particles at a later time. In
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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this case we count too many overlaps, andQ(t) becomes
greater than the number of particles in the system. This is
case, e.g., fora50.8.

Figure 22 showsQ(t) and x4(t) at the second lowes
temperatureT50.60 for several values ofa. Since Qp(t)
5 lima→0 Q(t), the result fora50.1 is similar to what we
expect for point particles, namely,Q(t)/N quickly relaxes to
NVa /V, whereVa54/3pa3, on a time scale much smalle
than that of thea-relaxation time,63 andx4(t) is small. For
intermediate values ofa, we see thatx4(t) gives the greates
amplitude for a50.3, as originally suggested in Ref. 5
Thus we usea50.3 for our analysis throughout this pape
We do not expect choosinga slightly larger or slightly
smaller would qualitatively alter any of our conclusions.
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